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QUASI-MORPHISMS ON SURFACE DIFFEOMORPHISM

GROUPS

JONATHAN BOWDEN, SEBASTIAN HENSEL, AND RICHARD WEBB

Dedicated to Mladen Bestvina on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

Abstract. We show that the identity component of the group of dif-
feomorphisms of a closed oriented surface of positive genus admits many
unbounded quasi-morphisms. As a corollary, we also deduce that this
group is not uniformly perfect and its fragmentation norm is unbounded,
answering a question of Burago–Ivanov–Polterovich. As a key tool we
construct a hyperbolic graph on which these groups act, which is the
analog of the curve graph for the mapping class group.

1. Introduction

In this article, we study quasi-morphisms on C∞-diffeomorphism groups
Diff(Sg) of closed surfaces Sg of genus g ≥ 1. One rich source of such
quasi-morphisms is the mapping class group Mcg(Sg), i.e. the quotient of
the diffeomorphism group by the identity component. There are by now
many constructions of quasi-morphisms on Mcg(Sg) for g ≥ 2, starting
with the work of Endo–Kotschick [EK01], Bestvina–Fujiwara [BF02], and
Hamenstädt [Ham08] to name only a few.

In view of this it is natural to study whether the identity component
Diff0(Sg) itself admits any non-trivial quasi-morphisms.

If one restricts to the subgroup of area-preserving diffeomorphisms, or
more precisely the subgroup of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms, there are con-
structions of quasi-morphisms due to Ruelle [Rue85] and Gambaudo–Ghys
[GG04] (see also [EP03, Py06, She14, BM17]). This motivates the following
question going back to Burago–Ivanov–Polterovich [BIP08]:

Question 1.1. Does the group Diff0(Sg) admit any quasi-morphisms that
are unbounded?

To put this question in context, recall that for any compact manifold
the identity component of the diffeomorphism group Diff0(M) is perfect
by classical results of Mather and Thurston [Mat71, Mat74, Thu74] and
therefore does not admit any non-trivial homomorphisms to an abelian group
(cf. also [Man16]). In fact, results of Burago–Ivanov–Polterovich [BIP08]
and Tsuboi [Tsu08, Tsu12] imply that for any closed, oriented manifold M
which is a sphere, or has dimension dimM 6= 2 or 4, the group Diff0(M) is
uniformly perfect: any element can be written as a product of commutators
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of uniformly bounded length. It is easy to see that this is an obstruction to
the existence of an unbounded quasi-morphism (cf. e.g. [BG92, Section A]).

The simplest manifolds that are not covered by these general results are
the closed surfaces of genus g ≥ 1. Our main result shows that these groups
exhibit drastically different behaviour:

Theorem 1.2. For g ≥ 1 the space Q̃H(Diff0(Sg)) of unbounded quasi-
morphisms on Diff0(Sg) is infinite dimensional.

Here Q̃H(G) denotes the space of quasi-morphisms modulo the set of bounded
functions on G (see Section 2.2 for further details).

The existence of a single unbounded quasi-morphism on Diff0(Sg) already
has the following consequence, which answers a question of Burago–Ivanov–
Polterovich [BIP08]:

Corollary 1.3. For g ≥ 1 the group Diff0(Sg) is not uniformly perfect and
has unbounded fragmentation norm.

For a formal definition of fragmentation norm, see Section 2.2. Also note
that by the main result of [BIP08] the fragmentation norm on Diff0(S2)
is uniformly bounded and so the assumptions in the corollary are optimal
(compare Section 5.2 on why our method does not apply to Diff0(S2)).

Outline of Proof: The quasi-morphisms in Theorem 1.2 are built via
group actions on hyperbolic spaces using a general method due to Bestvina–
Fujiwara [BF02] (see also [EF97, Fuj98]).

We apply this to a variant of the curve graph. Curve graphs were originally
defined by Harvey [Har81] and, due to the foundational work of Masur and
Minsky [MM99, MM00], have quickly become one of the central tools to
study mapping class groups. In particular, Masur and Minsky were the
first to show that the curve graph is hyperbolic [MM99]. Many variants of
curve graphs have since then been used to study subgroups of mapping class
groups and their relatives. For example, following a strategy suggested by
Calegari, curve graphs have been used to construct quasi-morphisms on big
mapping class groups, e.g. the mapping class group of the plane minus a
Cantor set (see [Bav16]).

Before moving on, let us mention one feature of curve graphs which will be
important for us: their hyperbolicity constant is independent of the surface
[Aou13, Bow14, CRS14, HPW15, PS17]. Similar results hold for some of
the variants of curve graphs (see below).

A new curve graph. Traditionally, curve graphs have vertices correspond-
ing to isotopy classes of simple closed curves (or similar objects) on surfaces
and are thus by definition unable to capture any information about Diff0.

In this article we instead study the graph C†(Sg) whose vertices correspond
to the actual (essential) simple closed curves on Sg rather than their isotopy
classes. An edge connects two vertices when the corresponding curves are
disjoint.
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In order to study C†(Sg) we relate its geometry to the geometry of curve
graphs of the surface Sg punctured at finite sets P ⊂ Sg. For technical
reasons, we need to use so-called surviving curve graphs Cs(Sg − P ) here
(compare Remark 3.9). A key result is Lemma 3.6 which provides a distance
formula for two vertices in C†(Sg) in terms of the surviving curve graph
Cs(Sg −P ) of the punctured surface Sg −P , provided the puncture set P is
chosen correctly (depending on the two vertices).

Just like for usual curve graphs, these surviving curve graphs Cs(Sg − P )
are hyperbolic with a constant independent of the choice of P , as follows
readily from results of A. Rasmussen [Ras20]. Combining this with the
distance formula described above, hyperbolicity of C†(Sg) follows.

Building quasi-morphisms. At this point we have an isometric action
of Diff(Sg) on the hyperbolic graph C†(Sg). In order to produce quasi-
morphisms using [BF02] we now need to find diffeomorphisms which act
hyperbolically (i.e. with positive asymptotic translation length) and that are
strongly independent in a sense introduced in [BF02] (briefly, this means that
there is a bound on how far their axes fellow travel even after applying any
diffeomorphism to either axis). We refer the reader to Section 2 for details
on these notions.

We remark that in most applications of the Bestvina–Fujiwara construc-
tion [BF02] the strong independence of elements is guaranteed by showing
that the action in question satisfies WPD. We emphasise that this is not the
case here because the stabiliser of any finite collection of points in C†(Sg)
contains a copy of the diffeomorphism group of a disk. In fact more is
true. There is no action of Diff0(Sg) satisfying WPD on any hyperbolic
space whatsoever: if this were the case, then Diff0(Sg) would admit a non-
elementary acylindrical action on a hyperbolic space [Osi16] and therefore
have uncountably many normal subgroups [DGO17]. But Diff0(Sg) is known
to be simple (since it is perfect, and [Eps70] shows that the commutator sub-
group is simple).

Constructing hyperbolic elements. Our hyperbolic elements will be
constructed using point-pushing pseudo-Anosov mapping classes. These are
isotopically-trivial diffeomorphisms of Sg which fix a set of points P but
represent pseudo-Anosov mapping classes of Sg − P (compare Section 2.4).

Using the connection between C†(Sg) and Cs(Sg − P ) described above we

show that any such map acts hyperbolically on C†(Sg), see Lemma 4.2.
We then construct two elements which are strongly independent in the

sense of [BF02] for the action of Diff0(Sg) (see Section 2.3 for details on
this notion). The key observation is that there is a Lipschitz projection
map p : C†(Sg) → C(Sg) which is equivariant with respect to the action of
Diff(Sg) on both spaces. Clearly Diff0(Sg) acts trivially on the usual curve

graph C(Sg). Therefore axes in C†(Sg) of hyperbolic elements in Diff0(Sg)
are (coarsely) contained in the fibers of p.
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Hence, if one takes a diffeomorphism ϕ with positive translation length
on C(Sg), and any hyperbolic element ψ ∈ Diff0(Sg), then ψ and ϕkψϕ−k

will be strongly independent for large k because their axes project to points
in C(Sg) which are far apart, and this distance cannot be changed by the
action of Diff0(Sg). This then yields the desired elements, see Section 5
for details. Our method also provides unbounded quasi-morphisms on the
group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms, see Theorem 5.1.

The case of homemorphisms. In general a quasi-morphism on a topolog-
ical group need not be continuous, since one can always add a discontinuous
bounded function to any given quasi-morphism. However for homogeneous
quasi-morphisms on Diff0(Sg), equipped with the C0-topology, automatic
continuity does indeed hold. This fact is due to Kotschick, however a proof
did not appear in the published version of [Kot08] (cf. also [EPP12]) and
therefore we give a proof in Appendix A. This then easily implies the exis-
tence of non-trivial unbounded quasi-morphisms on the identity component
of the group of surface homeomorphisms:

Theorem 1.4. For g ≥ 1 the space Q̃H(Homeo0(Sg)) of unbounded quasi-
morphisms on Homeo0(Sg) is infinite dimensional.

As discussed below, one could also prove the above theorem by applying
our methods directly to a modified version of C†(Sg) where we allow all
continuous (not necessarily smooth) simple closed curves on Sg.

Furthermore, a closer examination of the proof of automatic continu-
ity yields an equicontinuity property for homogeneous quasi-morphisms of
bounded defect. Thus an application of Bavard Duality implies that the
stable commutator length function is continuous as well. Since the stable
commutator length function is unbounded (by the existence of an unbounded
quasi-morphism) this also implies that the stable commutator length spec-
trum of Diff0(Sg) is [0,∞).

Theorem 1.5 (Continuity of scl). The stable commutator length function
scl : Diff0(Sg)→ [0,∞) on the group Diff0(Sg) is continuous with respect to
the C0-topology. In particular, it is surjective.

Further directions. First, we remark that although we construct elements
ϕ ∈ Diff0(Sg) which have positive stable commutator length as elements of
the group Diff0(Sg), it is not clear if they also have scl > 0 in the full dif-
feomorphism group Diff(Sg). In any case, the argument given in this paper
does not construct strongly independent elements in the sense of [BF02],
when seen as elements of Diff(Sg) (they are even conjugate in this group, by
construction). In subsequent work, we will develop more robust geometric
tools that enable us to construct elements of Diff0(Sg) which are strongly
independent even in Diff(Sg), and consequently, provide quasi-morphisms
on Diff(Sg) which are unbounded on Diff0(Sg).

Secondly, we emphasise that the tools used to prove Theorem 1.2 could
also directly be applied to groups of homeomorphisms, showing a version of
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Theorem 1.4 for homeomorphism groups. This is pertinent, since there has
been recent progress in understanding diffeomorphism groups of manifolds
(and their subgroups) in the Zimmer program (see e.g. [BFH16, BFH17,
BDZ18]) whereas homeomorphism groups have remained largely mysterious,
even in the case of surfaces. The geometric tools we introduce might prove to
be useful to study other questions about homeomorphism groups of surfaces.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Danny Calegari, Emmanuel
Militon, Leonid Polterovich, Pierre Py, and Henry Wilton for interesting and
helpful comments and suggestions. We are also grateful to the anonymous
referee for their detailed comments and many suggested improvements.
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2. Background

2.1. Hyperbolic geometry, hyperbolic elements, and axes. We begin
by recalling the following definition introduced by Gromov in his seminal
paper [Gro87].

Definition 2.1. For points x, y, w of a metric space (X, d) the Gromov
product is defined to be

〈x, y〉w :=
1

2
(d(w, x) + d(w, y)− d(x, y)).

We say that X is δ-hyperbolic if for all w, x, y, z ∈ X we have that

〈x, z〉w ≥ min{〈x, y〉w, 〈y, z〉w} − δ.

This formulation of hyperbolicity is most convenient for our purposes; we
refer the reader to [ABC+91] for various other definitions of hyperbolicity
(e.g. in terms of slim or thin triangles), and proofs of their equivalence.

In this paper, we will view graphs as metric spaces where the length
of each edge is equal to 1. Unless stated otherwise, we also assume that
all graphs in this article are connected, and all actions on graphs are by
simplicial isometries.

Now suppose a group G acts on a graph Γ. For g ∈ G we define

|g| := lim
k→∞

1

k
d(x, gkx),

to be the asymptotic translation length of g. This limit always exists and
is independent of x. We say that g is a hyperbolic element if |g| > 0. If
g is a hyperbolic element then any orbit of g is a (K,L)-quasi-axis, i.e. a
g-invariant (K,L)-quasi-geodesic, for some K,L depending on the orbit. For
details on these notions, we refer the reader to [BH99, Chapter III.H.1].
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2.2. Quasi-morphisms and the fragmentation norm. A map h : G→
R is called a quasi-morphism (of defect D(h)) if

sup
g,g′∈G

|h(gg′)− h(g)− h(g′)| = D(h) <∞.

We denote by Q̃H(G) the space of quasi-morphisms modulo the sub-
space of bounded functions (which are also quasi-morphisms). Equivalently,

Q̃H(G) can be identified with the space of homogeneous quasi-morphisms
(i.e. those with h(gk) = kh(g) for all integers k ∈ Z and g ∈ G).

As a quasi-morphism takes uniformly small values on individual commu-
tators (depending only on the defect and its value on 1), we obtain the
following well-known result [Mil58, Bav91, BG92]):

Lemma 2.2. A uniformly perfect group does not admit an unbounded quasi-
morphism.

Definition 2.3 (Fragmentation Norm). For a closed manifold M of dimen-
sion n, it is well known and classical that any diffeomorphism f ∈ Diff0(M)
can be written as a product of diffeomorphisms supported on balls (see eg.
[Ban97, Chapter 2] or [Man16]). Such a factorisation is called a fragmenta-
tion. We define the fragmentation norm

‖f‖Frag = min{N | f = h1 · · ·hN , supp(hi) ⊂ Ui ∼= Bn}.

In [BIP08, Proposition 1.5] it is shown that the fragmentation norm is
universal in the sense that it coarsely bounds any conjugacy-invariant norm
on Diff0(M). Let G be a perfect group (for example Diff0(M) where M is
a closed manifold). Then the commutator length is defined to be

cl(g) = min{N | g = [f1, h1] · · · [fN , hN ]},

where [f, h] denotes the commutator of two elements in G. As commutator
length is a conjugacy-invariant norm, one obtains

Corollary 2.4 ([BIP08, Proposition 1.4]). If Diff0(M) is not uniformly
perfect, then the fragmentation norm is unbounded.

Using these results the unboundedness of the fragmentation norm on Diff0(Sg)
for any closed surface of genus g ≥ 1 (Corollary 1.3) is a direct consequence
of Theorem 1.2 (i.e the existence of unbounded quasi-morphisms).

2.3. Actions on hyperbolic spaces and counting quasi-morphisms.
Consider an isometric action of a group G on a δ-hyperbolic graph consid-
ered with the path metric (X, dX). Epstein and Fujiwara [EF97, Fuj98] con-
structed certain “counting quasi-morphisms”. These generalise the counting
quasi-morphisms of Brooks [Bro81] for free groups, whereby one counts non-
overlapping copies of some word. While Fujiwara assumes in [Fuj98] that the
group action is properly discontinuous, this is not required and the construc-
tion applies to more general actions (compare also [BF02] for a discussion of
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this point). Before stating the main results of Bestvina–Fujiwara, we first
introduce the necessary notions from [BF02].

Let g ∈ G act on X as a hyperbolic isometry. Recall that there is then
a g–equivariant quasi-geodesic A : Z → X, called a quasi-axis. We will
always require that quasi-geodesics are parametrised objects, and we adopt
the convention that quasi-axes for g are parametrised so that g acts as a
positive translation: g(A(i)) = A(i+ t) for some t > 0 and all i.

If g, g′ are two hyperbolic elements with quasi-axes A,A′, then we say that
g and g′ are independent, if the quasi-axes do not contain rays within finite
distance of each other. We say that the action of G on X is nonelementary
if there are two independent hyperbolic elements.

The construction in [BF02] involves a stronger independence condition,
which we now describe. If B > 0 is a constant, and x, x′ are two points of
distance at most B to the quasi-axis A, we say that x′ is ahead of x in the
orientation of g, if for any i, j with d(A(i), x) < B, d(A(j), x′) < B we have
i < j. Observe that if the distance d(x, x′) between x and x′ is large enough
(relative to B and the quasi-geodesic constants of A), then either x′ is ahead
of x or vice versa.

Now, suppose that q : [0, N ] → X is a quasi-geodesic contained in the
B–neighbourhood of A. We say that q is oriented B–close to A if q is
contained in the B–neighbourhood of A, and additionally q(N) is ahead
of q(0). As above, for any sufficiently long quasi-geodesic q contained in
the B–neighbourhood, either q is oriented–B–close, or the quasi-geodesic q
obtained by reversing orientation is oriented B–close.

We are now ready to give the central definition we require from [BF02].
The definition involves a constant B(K,L, δ) which depends only on the
quasi-geodesic constants K,L and the hyperbolicity constant δ of X. For
the precise definition and dependence on K,L, δ see the discussion below.

Definition 2.5 ([BF02]). Let g1, g2 ∈ G be two hyperbolic elements with
(oriented) invariant (K,L)-quasi-axes A1 and A2.

We write g1 ∼ g2 if for any arbitrarily long subsegment J in A1 there is
an element h ∈ G such that hJ (with the induced orientation) is oriented–
B(K,L, δ)–close to A2. More precisely, there is a constant D, so that for
all i ∈ Z and l > D, there is a group element h so that the quasi-geodesic
h ◦A1|[i,i+l] is oriented–B(K,L, δ)–close to A2.

Let us briefly discuss the definition above and the definition ofB = B(K,L, δ).
If we instead fix a large constant B′ (possibly depending on g1 and g2)
and insist that there are arbitrarily long subsegments (of the (K,L)-quasi-
geodesics) that are oriented–B′–close, then by general properties of quasi-
geodesics in Gromov hyperbolic spaces, there are arbitrarily long subseg-
ments that are oriented–B(K,L, δ)–close. It is this observation that en-
ables one to show that ∼ is an equivalence relation (see [BF02] for details).
In addition, the same arguments show that if A,A′ are axes of elements
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which are not independent, then there exist rays in A,A′ of distance at
most B(K,L, δ).

We then have the following general criterion for the existence of un-
bounded quasi-morphisms given an isometric action on a Gromov hyperbolic
space.

Theorem 2.6 ([BF02, Theorem 1 and Proposition 2]). Suppose that the
action of G on a hyperbolic graph X is nonelementary. Further suppose
that g1, g2 ∈ G are independent hyperbolic elements and that g1 6∼ g2. Then
the space of unbounded, homogeneous quasi-morphisms on G is infinite di-
mensional.

In particular, Bestvina and Fujiwara construct an explicit word w in g1

and g2, and a quasi-morphism which is unbounded on the cyclic subgroup
generated by w.

For our applications, the following simplified consequence will be enough.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose that G acts on a δ–hyperbolic space X. Let g1, g2 ∈
G be two hyperbolic elements with (K,L)–quasi-axes A1, A2. Suppose that
for any x ∈ A1 and any h ∈ G we have

d(hx,A2) > B(K,L, δ).

Then the space of unbounded, homogeneous quasi-morphisms on G is infinite
dimensional.

Proof. As discussed above, if g1, g2 are not independent, then the axes A1

and A2 contain rays which are B(K,L, δ)–close. This violates the condition
(for h = id). Hence, we may assume that the action of G is nonelementary
and that g1, g2 are independent.

The assumption of the corollary further ensures that no subsegment of
the quasi-axis A1 can be moved by an element of G to be contained in
the B(K,L, δ)–neighbourhood of A2 at all (independent of orientation). In
particular, g1 6∼ g2, and the corollary follows from Theorem 2.6. �

2.4. Curve graphs and pseudo-Anosovs. In this section we collect some
basic results on (usual) curve graphs.

Throughout we denote by C(Σ) the curve graph of a (finite-type) surface
Σ. That is, vertices of C(Σ) correspond to isotopy classes of essential (i.e.
not nullhomotopic) and non-peripheral (i.e. not homotopic to a puncture)
simple closed curves on Σ. The definition of edges depends on the surface Σ:
if Σ is not a torus or once-punctured torus, then we join distinct vertices by
an edge if the corresponding isotopy classes admit disjoint representatives.
In the exceptional cases of the torus or the once-punctured torus, we instead
put edges when the isotopy classes admit representatives intersecting at most
once.

Let n ≥ 0 and Σ = Sg \ {x1, . . . , xn} be the surface of genus g ≥ 1 with n
punctures. We denote by Cs(Σ) the surviving curve graph of the surface Σ.
Vertices of Cs(Σ) correspond to isotopy classes of curves (on Σ) which are
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essential even after filling in the punctures (i.e. seen as curves on Sg). If the
genus g is at least 2, we join two such vertices if the corresponding curves
can be made disjoint; if the genus g is 1, we join them if the curves have at
most one intersection point.

We remark that for g ≥ 2, the surviving curve graph Cs(Σ) could be seen
as the full subgraph of C(Σ), spanned by the vertices of edges that “survive”
filling in the punctures. In the case g = 1 and n ≥ 2 this is not true, as the
curve graph C(Σ) then has a different definition of the edges. The reason
for the nonuniform definition is to guarantee that Cs(Σ) is connected for all
surfaces of finite type. Also note that, with notation as above, there is a
well-defined forgetful map Cs(Σ)→ C(Sg) which is 1–Lipschitz.

As we frequently need to use both actual curves and isotopy classes we
adopt the following notational convention.

Convention. We use Greek letters for actual simple closed curves and Latin
letters for isotopy classes. Furthermore all curves are smooth.

When α is an essential and non-peripheral simple closed curve on Sg and
P ⊂ Sg is a set of points disjoint from α we denote by [α]Sg−P the isotopy
class defined by α on Sg − P .

For a pair of transverse curves α and β disjoint from a finite subset P ⊂ Sg,
we say that α and β are in minimal position in Sg − P if |α ∩ β| is minimal
among the representatives of [α]Sg−P and [β]Sg−P . An obvious obstruction
to minimal position is given by bigons: a bigon of α and β in Sg − P is a
complementary region of α ∪ β in Sg − P that is homeomorphic to a disk
and bounds exactly one subarc of α and one subarc of β. In fact, bigons are
the only obstruction to minimal position.

Lemma 2.8 (Bigon Criterion [FM12, Proposition 1.7]). For transverse sim-
ple closed curves α and β we have that α and β are in minimal position in
Sg − P if and only if there are no bigons of α and β in Sg − P .

Finally, our construction crucially uses pseudo-Anosov mapping classes.
We refer the reader to [FM12] for a discussion of some basic properties of
pseudo-Anosov mapping classes and further references.

The pseudo-Anosov maps we use are built as point-pushing maps. Recall
that if Sg is a closed surface of genus g ≥ 2, and p ∈ Sg is a point, then
there is a Birman exact sequence

1→ π1(Sg, p)→ Mcg(Sg − p)→ Mcg(Sg)→ 1,

and elements of the kernel are called point-pushing maps. More generally, if
Sg,n is any finite-type surface of genus g ≥ 1 (assuming n ≥ 1 if g = 1), and
p ∈ Sg,n is a point, then there is a corresponding Birman exact sequence for
the pure mapping class groups

1→ π1(Sg,n, p)→ PMcg(Sg,n+1)→ PMcg(Sg,n)→ 1.
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The pure mapping class group is the subgroup generated by all mapping
classes which fix every marked point. We refer the reader to [FM12, Sec-
tion 4.2] for details on point-pushing mapping classes.

Many of these point-pushing maps are in fact pseudo-Anosov. By a result
of Kra [Kra81] the mapping class corresponding to γ ∈ π1(Sg,n, p) in the
sequence above is pseudo-Anosov precisely when γ is filling, i.e. every curve
homotopic to γ intersects every essential and non-peripheral simple closed
curve α.

3. A new curve graph

Throughout this section we let Sg be the closed oriented surface of genus
g ≥ 1.

Definition 3.1. Let C†(Sg) be the graph whose vertices correspond to es-
sential simple closed curves in Sg. If g ≥ 2, then two vertices are joined
by an edge precisely when the corresponding curves are disjoint. If g = 1,
two vertices are joined by an edge precisely when the corresponding curves
intersect at most once. We denote by d† the distance in C†(Sg).

We begin with a basic observation:

Lemma 3.2. The graph C†(Sg) is path-connected.

Proof. Let α, β be any two essential simple closed curves. Since the “usual”
curve graph C(Sg) is path-connected (see e.g. [MM99, Lemma 2.1]), there
is a path

α = α1, . . . , αn = β′

in C†(Sg) from α to a curve β′ which is isotopic to β.
It therefore suffices to show that any two isotopic curves can be joined by

a path. Let βt, t ∈ [0, 1] be an isotopy from β′ to β. Choose ε � 1 so that
βt and βs with |t− s| < ε are contained in the interior of a common tubular
neighbourhood with smooth boundary, which exists by compactness of the
unit interval. Hence any such βt and βs can be joined by a path of distance 2,
as they are disjoint from a common push-off given by a boundary component
of a tubular neighbourhood within which they lie. We thus obtain a path
from β′ to β by concatenation of such push-off paths and connectedness
follows. �

The natural action of Diff(Sg) on the set of curves induces an isometric

action on C†(Sg) and by restriction we have a natural action of Diff0(Sg).

We wish to show that C†(Sg) is hyperbolic. Though this theorem can be
proved in several ways, for brevity and convenience we use the four-point
condition, see Definition 2.1.

To prove hyperbolicity of C†(Sg), we will relate it to “usual” curve graphs.
Recall, for a finite type surface Σ, the definition of the surviving curve graph
Cs(Σ) from Section 2.4. We will also need the full subgraph NC(Σ) of Cs(Σ)
spanned by those vertices consisting only of non-separating curves. Note
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that if the genus of Σ is 1, these graphs coincide, and otherwise it is a
proper subgraph.

Alexander Rasmussen [Ras20] showed that these nonseparating curve
graphs are uniformly hyperbolic:

Theorem 3.3 ([Ras20]). There is a number δN > 0 such that NC(Σ) is
δN -hyperbolic whenever Σ is a finite-type surface with positive genus.

Next we need the following lemma, which is likely known to experts, but
to our knowledge not readily available in the literature.

Lemma 3.4. The inclusion of NC(Σ) into Cs(Σ) is an isometric embedding
with 1–dense image.

Proof. Since NC(Σ) = Cs(Σ) for surfaces Σ of genus 1, it suffices to show
the lemma for surfaces of genus at least 2. In this case, begin with a pre-
liminary observation: suppose a ∈ Cs(Σ) is a separating curve (i.e. a curve
with two complementary connected components). Then, since a remains
essential after filling in the punctures, and since Σ has genus at least 2, both
complementary components of a contain nonseparating curves. This already
shows that NC(Σ) is 1–dense.

To see that the inclusion is an isometric embedding, suppose that a0, . . . , an
is a geodesic in Cs(Σ) such that a0 and an are nonseparating. Let i be the
smallest index such that ai is separating. If ai−1, ai+1 were contained in
distinct complementary components of ai, then the two corresponding ver-
tices would already be connected by an edge. Since (ai)

n
i=0 is a geodesic,

this is impossible. By the observation above, we can then replace ai by a
nonseparating curve a′i, which is disjoint from ai−1, ai+1 (simply by choos-
ing a nonseparating curve in the complementary region of ai which does not
contain those two curves). The result is a geodesic in Cs(Σ) joining a0 to
an, such that the first index of a separating curve is strictly bigger than i.
By induction, we find a geodesic consisting only of nonseparating curves,
showing

dNC(Σ)(a0, an) = dCs(Σ)(a0, an). �

Since hyperbolicity is a quasi-isometry invariant, combining Theorem 3.3
and Lemma 3.4 yields the following:

Theorem 3.5. There is a number δ > 0 such that Cs(Σ) is δ-hyperbolic
whenever Σ is a finite-type surface with positive genus.

We wish to “approximate” C†(Sg) with (usual) surviving curve graphs of

finite-type surfaces Cs(Sg − P ). For α ∈ C†(Sg) disjoint from a finite subset
P ⊂ Sg we remind the reader that we write [α]Sg−P for the isotopy class of
α in Sg − P . The following Lemma 3.6 is key. Recall the notion of minimal
position from Section 2.4.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that α, β ∈ C†(Sg) are transverse, and that α and β
are in minimal position in Sg − P where P ⊂ Sg is finite and disjoint from
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α and β. Then

dCs(Sg−P )([α]Sg−P , [β]Sg−P ) = d†(α, β).

We emphasise that α and β in this lemma need not be in minimal position
when seen as curves on Sg, but only when seen as curves on Sg − P (i.e.
bigons between α and β in Sg are allowed provided they contain at least one
point of P , in which case they are not bigons in Sg − P ).

Lemma 3.6 is a corollary of the following two lemmas, which are stated
in a broader context.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that α1, . . . , αn are curves that are pairwise in mini-
mal position in Sg − P . Let β1, . . . , βm be curves that are disjoint from P .
Then the βi can be isotoped in Sg − P such that α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βm are
pairwise in minimal position in Sg − P .

Proof. By induction it suffices to show this for m = 1. After an isotopy of
β1, we may assume β1 is transverse to each αk.

So suppose that α1, . . . , αn, β1 has two curves which are not in minimal
position in Sg−P . As we assume that the αi are in pairwise minimal position
by Lemma 2.8 (Bigon Criterion) there is then a bigon B bounded by subarcs
of β1 and some αj in Sg − P . We may assume that the bigon is innermost
among all bigons between β1 and any αk. Pushing β1 past this bigon (as
in the proof of the bigon criterion, compare [FM12]) decreases

∑
|β1 ∩ αj |

by exactly two. Hence this process terminates after finitely many steps,
producing a curve isotopic to β1 in Sg−P which is in minimal position with
respect to each αi. Since at each stage the curves αi are fixed the lemma
follows. �

Lemma 3.8. Let α, β ∈ C†(Sg) and let P ⊂ Sg be a finite set. Then we may
find a geodesic α = ν0, . . . , νk = β such that νi ∩ P = ∅ for all 0 < i < k.

Proof. Pick any geodesic α = ν ′0, . . . , ν
′
k = β and set ν0 = ν ′0 and νk = ν ′k.

Then inductively find a perturbation νi of each ν ′i (for 0 < i < k) such that
νi is disjoint from P but still adjacent to νi−1 and ν ′i+1. �

Proof of Lemma 3.6. We first prove

dCs(Sg−P )([α]S−P , [β]Sg−P ) ≥ d†(α, β).

Indeed, by Lemma 3.7 any geodesic between [α]Sg−P and [β]Sg−P is realised
by vertices α = α0, . . . , αk = β in Sg − P pairwise in minimal position. In

particular αi is adjacent to αi+1, and each αi ∈ C†(Sg), so we are done.
We now prove

dCs(Sg−P )([α]Sg−P , [β]Sg−P ) ≤ d†(α, β).

Indeed, by Lemma 3.8 we can find a geodesic α = ν0, . . . , νk = β disjoint
from P then simply consider the path [νi]Sg−P in Cs(Sg − P ). �
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Remark 3.9. Lemma 3.6 is false if one would use the usual curve graphs
C(Sg−P ). In the proof this manifests itself as the problem that some vertices
of C(Sg − P ) cannot be represented by curves which are essential on Sg.
In fact, the inclusion of Cs(Sg − P ) into C(Sg − P ) distorts distances by
arbitrarily large amounts (compare [MS13] for a thorough discussion of such
phenomena). So the geometry of C†(Sg) is really captured by the surviving
curve graphs, not the usual curve graphs of Sg − P .

Theorem 3.10. The graph C†(Sg) is hyperbolic.

Proof. In fact we prove that C†(Sg) is (δ+ 4)-hyperbolic, where δ is the uni-
form constant given by Theorem 3.5. More precisely we show for arbitrary
vertices µ, α, β, γ ∈ C†(Sg) we have that

(1) 〈α, γ〉µ ≥ min{〈α, β〉µ, 〈β, γ〉µ} − δ − 4.

In order to prove this we relate the vertices µ, α, β, γ with vertices of
some Cs(Sg −P ) for some finite P ⊂ Sg. The first obstacle is to remove the

pathology of pairs of vertices of C†(Sg) that are not transverse.
To do so, we find vertices α′, β′, γ′ with properties (i) and (ii) below. One

should think of the primed curves as perturbations of the unprimed curves.
We set µ′ = µ.

(i) We have that d†(α, α′), d†(β, β′), d†(γ, γ′) ≤ 1, and
(ii) the vertices µ′, α′, β′, γ′ are transverse.

Construction of α′, β′, γ′: To ensure item (i) we first find an α′′ disjoint
from and isotopic to α and then find a small enough perturbation α′ of α′′,
such that item (ii) holds (and similarly do this for β and γ).

We now choose a finite subset P ⊂ Sg such that any bigon between a pair
of µ′, α′, β′, γ′ contains a point of P . By Lemma 2.8 (Bigon Criterion) this
ensures that µ′, α′, β′, γ′ are pairwise in minimal position in Sg − P .

By Lemma 3.6 we have that

(2) d†(κ′, λ′) = dCs(Sg−P )([κ
′]Sg−P , [λ

′]Sg−P ),

moreover by property (i) above we see that

(3) |〈κ′, λ′〉µ′ − 〈κ, λ〉µ| ≤ 2,

whenever κ, λ ∈ {α, β, γ}. By (2) above, Theorem 3.5, and (3) above, we
obtain (1) above, and so the theorem is proved. �

We finish this section with a short digression. Readers only interested
in the main theorem may safely skip ahead. So far, we have assumed that
all curves, in particular in the definition of C†(Sg), are smoothly-embedded

essential simple closed curves. However, we expect that a version of C†(Sg)
using topologically-embedded essential simple closed curves will prove useful
in the study of the homeomorphism group Homeo(Sg). More precisely, we

let C†top(Sg) be the graph whose vertices are topologically-embedded essential
simple closed curves. If g ≥ 2, two vertices are connected by an edge if the
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corresponding curves are disjoint. In the case where g = 1, we put edges if
the curves intersect at most once.

Lemma 3.11. The inclusion C†(Sg) → C†top(Sg) is a (1, 2)-quasi-isometric
embedding, whose image is 1–dense. In particular, the two graphs are quasi-

isometric, and C†top(Sg) is Gromov hyperbolic.

Proof. The claim about 1–density follows immediately since any topologically-
embedded essential simple closed curve is disjoint from a smoothly-embedded
essential simple closed curve.

Let us write d†top for the distance in C†top(Sg). First, suppose that α
and β are transverse, smooth curves on Sg. It is clear by definition that

d†(α, β) ≥ d†top(α, β). We now prove that equality must hold. So suppose for
a contradiction that equality does not hold. Pick a geodesic α = ν0, . . . , νn =

β in C†top(Sg), with n < d†(α, β). Pick a finite set P ⊂ Sg such that α and
β are in minimal position on Sg − P , and, such that P is disjoint from ∪iνi
(P exists because the complement of ∪iνi is open and dense in Sg). By
Lemma 3.6 we have that

dCs(Sg−P )([α]Sg−P , [β]Sg−P ) = d†(α, β).

However each νi is essential in Sg, thus [νi]Sg−P is a path between [α]Sg−P
and [β]Sg−P of length n in Cs(Sg − P ). But n < d†(α, β), which contradicts

the above equation. We conclude that d†(α, β) = d†top(α, β) for transverse,
smooth curves α and β.

Finally, let α and β′ be arbitrary smooth curves on Sg. Pick β smooth,

disjoint from β′, and such that α and β are transverse. Then d†(α, β) =

d†top(α, β) and we write d for this quantity. Since β′ and β are disjoint, we
have that

|d†(α, β′)− d| ≤ 1 and |d†top(α, β′)− d| ≤ 1,

which implies that the inclusion map is a (1, 2)-quasi-isometry. �

4. Elements acting hyperbolically on C†(Sg)

Let Sg be a closed orientable surface of genus g ≥ 1, and let P ⊂ Sg be
finite. For f ∈ Mcg(Sg − P ) we define |f | to be the asymptotic translation
length (cf. Section 2.1) of the action of f on Cs(Sg−P ), and for ϕ ∈ Diff(S)

we define |ϕ| similarly via its action on C†(Sg).
We now construct hyperbolic elements of Diff(Sg) on C†(Sg) using a result

of Masur and Minsky [MM99].

Theorem 4.1. For any pseudo-Anosov f ∈ Mcg(Sg − P ) we have |f | > 0.

Proof. By [MM99, Proposition 4.6] there is a constant c > 0 so that

dC(Sg−P )(f
nv, v) ≥ c|n|,

for any v ∈ C(Sg − P ) and n ∈ Z.
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Consider the map

ι : Cs(Sg − P )→ C(Sg − P ).

If Sg has genus at least 2, this map is the inclusion of a subgraph. The
same is true if Sg has genus 1, and P is a single point. However, if Sg has
genus 1 and P contains at least two points, this is not true, since the edges
in Cs(Sg−P ) correspond to curves intersecting at most once, while edges in
C(Sg − P ) correspond to curves being disjoint. However, since the genus is
1 and |P | ≥ 2, if two curves α, β in Sg − P intersect in a single point, then
there is an essential and non-peripheral curve disjoint from them both. This
shows that in any case, ι is 2–Lipschitz.

Hence, in all cases, for any v ∈ Cs(Sg − P ), we have

2dCs(Sg−P )(f
nv, v) ≥ dC(Sg−P )(f

nv, v) ≥ c|n|,

showing that |f | ≥ c
2 > 0. �

In fact, Masur and Minsky show that there exists a constant c > 0 de-
pending only on the topology of Sg−P , so that the translation length |f | > c
for all pseudo-Anosov mapping classes, but we do not require this uniform
lower bound.

Suppose that ϕ ∈ Diff(Sg) is a diffeomorphism with ϕ(P ) = P . Then,
similar to our convention and notation for curves, we write [ϕ]Sg−P for the
isotopy class of ϕ ∈ Diff(Sg) rel P . We are now ready to state a general

construction of hyperbolic elements of Diff(Sg) on C†(Sg).

Lemma 4.2. Let P ⊂ Sg be finite, f ∈ Mcg(Sg − P ), and ϕ ∈ Diff(Sg)

be such that ϕ(P ) = P and f = [ϕ]Sg−P . Then for any α ∈ C†(Sg) with
α ⊂ Sg − P and any i ∈ Z we have that

(4) dCs(Sg−P )([α]Sg−P , f
i[α]Sg−P ) ≤ d†(α,ϕiα).

Furthermore |f | ≤ |ϕ|. In particular if f is pseudo-Anosov then ϕ is a
hyperbolic element.

Proof. We observe that [ϕiα]Sg−P = f i[α]Sg−P . Given any i ∈ Z by Lemma 3.8

there exists a geodesic in C†(Sg) connecting α and ϕiα with each vertex dis-
joint from P . Consider the sequence of isotopy classes of these curves on
Sg − P . This sequence is a path in Cs(Sg − P ) of the same length, and this
proves the first inequality.

Now take any essential simple closed curve α disjoint from P . Then, by
Equation 4 we have

|ϕ| = lim
i→∞

d†(α,ϕiα)

i
≥ lim

i→∞

dCs(Sg−P )([α]Sg−P , f
i[α]Sg−P )

i
= |f |.

Finally, if f is pseudo-Anosov, then we have 0 < |f | by Theorem 4.1 and
therefore 0 < |ϕ| because |f | ≤ |ϕ|. �
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5. Proof of the Main Theorem

We now verify the criteria of Bestvina–Fujiwara (cf. Corollary 2.7) in
order to prove the existence of unbounded quasi-morphisms on Diff0(Sg) for
any g ≥ 1.

Theorem 1.2. For g ≥ 1 the space Q̃H(Diff0(Sg)) of unbounded quasi-
morphisms on Diff0(Sg) is infinite dimensional.

Proof. We begin with the case g ≥ 2. Consider the natural map

p : C†(Sg)→ C(Sg),
associating to a curve its isotopy class. This map is clearly 1-Lipschitz and
equivariant for the natural actions of Diff(Sg) on both graphs. Recall that

C†(Sg) is hyperbolic by Theorem 3.10.
Now consider any point P ∈ Sg and let ψ be a smooth representative of

any point-pushing pseudo-Anosov of Sg − P which fixes P . By Lemma 4.2,

ψ acts on C†(Sg) as a hyperbolic isometry. Hence, for any curve α there
exists K,L such that the sequence (ψnα)n∈Z = Aψ is a (K,L)-quasi-axis for
ψ. So now fix such an α, K, and L. Furthermore observe that the image
p(Aψ) is the single point [α]Sg ∈ C(Sg) because ψ is isotopically trivial.

Let B = B(K,L, δ) be the constant from Corollary 2.7.
Next, choose ϕ ∈ Diff(Sg) to be any representative of a pseudo-Anosov

mapping class of Sg. Then ϕkψϕ−k ∈ Diff0(Sg), and also acts on C†(Sg)
hyperbolically. In fact, we can choose Aϕkψϕ−k := ϕk ◦ Aψ to be a (K,L)-

quasi-axis for ϕkψϕ−k, and so we have that p(Aϕkψϕ−k) = [ϕkα]Sg .
Since the mapping class determined by ϕ acts on C(Sg) as a hyperbolic

isometry by [MM99, Proposition 4.6], we can choose k large enough so that

dC(Sg)([α]Sg , [ϕ
kα]Sg) > B.

On the other hand for any element φ ∈ Diff0(Sg) we have

p(φAψ) = p(Aψ),

and thus no vertex of φAψ is within a distance B of a vertex of Aϕkψϕ−k .
Hence, we may apply Corollary 2.7 to conclude the theorem.

The case g = 1 is essentially the same; the only difference is that on the
torus we are required to take a finite set P with |P | ≥ 2 to guarantee the
existence of the point-pushing pseudo-Anosov, and a smooth representative
ψ preserving P . We then choose ϕ to be a smooth representative of an
Anosov mapping class on Sg = S1. The rest of the argument applies as
before. �

Corollary 1.3. For g ≥ 1 the group Diff0(Sg) is not uniformly perfect and
has unbounded fragmentation norm.

Proof. By Theorem 1.2, there is an unbounded quasi-morphism on Diff0(Sg).
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, Diff0(Sg) is not uniformly perfect. Now Corollary 2.4
implies that the fragmentation norm is unbounded. �
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5.1. Area-preserving case. The argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2
can also be used to find quasi-morphisms on Diff0(Sg), which are unbounded
when restricted to the subgroup of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms (which is
known to be simple by a classical result of Banyaga (cf. [MS17, Theorem
10.3.1]).

Theorem 5.1. For g ≥ 1 the space of unbounded quasi-morphisms on
Ham(Sg) that extend to Diff0(Sg) is infinite dimensional.

Proof. This is proved essentially like Theorem 1.2. We explain how to ensure
that the maps chosen in that proof are Hamiltonian.

First consider a product area form ωst = dr ∧ dθ on an annulus A =
[−1, 1]×S1. Then choose a bump function ηε(r) with support in the interior
of the interval [−ε, ε] so that

• η′ε(0) = 2π and this is the unique maximum of η′ε(r);
• η′ε(r) = 0 on [ε/4, ε/2];
• η′ε(3ε/4) = −2π and this is the unique minimum of η′ε(r).

Then the time-1 map of the Hamiltonian flow on (A,ωst) generated by the
Hamiltonian vector Xε defined by ιXεωst = dηε is a fiberwise rotation that
is isotopic to a point-push relative to the point p ∈ {0} × S1. This latter
fact is due to the condition η′(0) = 2π, so that the fiber {0} × S1 is rotated
by an angle 2π. Then using the Lagrangian Neighbourhood Theorem (cf.
[MS17, Theorem 3.4.13]) for an embedded (Lagrangian) circle and choosing
ε small enough, we see that any point push around an embedded curve γ
has a Hamiltonian representative denoted Pγ with respect to a given area
form ω on Sg, which we now fix.

We first consider the case that g ≥ 2. Let α be an oriented filling curve
based at p. We factor α = α1 · α2 · · · · αk as a product of simple loops in
π1(Sg, p). Then ψ = Pαk

◦ Pαk−1
◦ · · · ◦ Pα1 is a representative of a pseudo-

Anosov point-push on Sg − {p} which is Hamiltonian by construction.
Now choose a (smooth) representative ϕ1 of a pseudo-Anosov mapping

class on Sg. Then ω1 = ϕ∗1ω is an area form determining the same orientation
and total area as ω and we obtain of a path of area forms of constant total
area via linear interpolation

ωt = (1− t)ω + tω1 , for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

Applying Moser stability (cf. [MS17, Theorem 3.2.4]) we obtain an isotopy
ft so that f∗t ωt = ω0 = ω.

We can now set ϕ = ϕ1 ◦ f1, which then preserves the area form ω. Since
conjugation of a Hamiltonian flow by an area preserving map yields a flow
with Hamiltonian function given by pullback, we have that ϕkψϕ−k is also
Hamiltonian. We now obtain the theorem by using Corollary 2.7 as before
with the group Diff0(Sg) and the elements ψ and ϕkψϕ−k. To see that
the quasi-morphisms constructed are unbounded on Ham(Sg), we refer the
reader to [BF02, Proposition 5], which implies that they are unbounded on
the subgroup generated by ψ and ϕkψϕ−k.
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In the case of the torus we repeat the argument with minor differences.
This time round, we construct ψ a Hamiltonian representative of a pseudo-
Anosov point-push mapping class of the twice-punctured torus. We take ϕ1

to be an Anosov map of the torus. In particular ϕ1 is smooth. Then as
above, we construct ϕ using Moser stability, and consider the elements ψ
and ϕkψϕ−k as before. �

5.2. The genus zero case. At this point, we quickly emphasise which
parts of our proof strategy for Diff0(S2) break down (as it must, given
that the fragmentation norm is bounded on the sphere). With our previous
definition, C†(S2) has no vertices because we require essential curves, and
any curve on S2 is inessential. If we were to modify the definition to allow
non-essential curves, it is straightforward to see that C†(S2) has diameter 2.
Hence, all elements of Diff0(S2) would act elliptically on that graph, and so
[BF02] could not be invoked.

5.3. Quasi-morphisms on Homeo0(Sg). By a result of Kotschick (cf.
Theorem A.5) homogeneous quasi-morphisms on Diff0(Sg) are automati-
cally continuous with respect to the C0-topology. Moreover, a brief in-
spection of the proof of Theorem A.5 shows that any homogeneous quasi-
morphism extends to the C0-closure of Diff0(Sg) inside Homeo0(Sg). Since
any homeomorphism on a closed surface can be uniformly approximated
by diffeomorphisms (cf. [Mun60]), this then gives the desired extension to
Homeo0(Sg).

Corollary 5.2. The space of unbounded quasi-morphisms on Homeo0(Sg)
is infinite dimensional for any closed surface Sg of genus g ≥ 1.

Alternatively, one could use the curve graph C†top of topologically embed-
ded curves discussed at the end of Section 2.4, on which Homeo0(Sg) acts
by isometries. The arguments used to prove Theorem 1.2 readily extend,
although some care is needed in dealing with topological transversality, min-
imal position and so on.

5.4. Continuity of scl. A closer inspection of the proof of Theorem A.5
actually shows that the set of homogeneous quasi-morphisms of bounded
defect is point-wise equicontinuous which in view of Bavard Duality shows
that the stable commutator length function is continuous too.

Theorem 1.5. The stable commutator length function scl : Diff0(Sg) →
[0,∞) is continuous with respect to the C0-topology. In particular, it is
surjective.

Proof. For a group G we interpret Q̃H(G) as the group of homogeneous

quasi-morphisms and let Q̃H1(G) denote the subset of defect D(h) = 1. By
Bavard Duality we have

scl(g) = sup
h∈Q̃H(G)\{0}

|h(g)|
2D(h)

= sup
h∈Q̃H1(G)

|h(g)|
2

.
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For G = Diff0(Sg) the family of real-valued functions Q̃H1(Diff0(Sg)) is C0-
equicontinuous at each g ∈ G (cf. Remark A.6) so it follows that the right
hand side is continuous in g, whence we deduce that the stable commutator
length function is continuous. The surjectivity of scl then follows from The-
orem 1.2, Bavard Duality and the fact that Diff0(Sg) is path connected. �

Remark 5.3. Theorem 1.5 is also true for Homeo0(Sg) since the rele-
vant equicontinuity property also holds in the topological case (compare Re-
mark A.2).

Remark 5.4. The results above for scl is not specific to surfaces. However,
it is known to be vacuous in any dimension other than 2 and possibly 4 in
view of [BIP08, Tsu08, Tsu12] and Theorem 1.2.

Appendix A. Automatic continuity

Following a suggestion of Kotschick [Kot08], Entov–Polterovich–Py [EPP12]
proved that a homogeneous quasi-morphism h : Ham(Sg)→ R on the Hamil-
tonian group of a closed surface with a fixed area form is continuous in the
C0-topology if and only if there exists a > 0 such that h vanishes on all
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms supported in disks of area at most a.

Kotschick also observed that this continuity holds in the setting of dif-
feomorphism groups, where the corresponding fragmentation properties are
well known. However, the proof of this fact did not appear in [Kot08].

The results in this section are not new, and perhaps well-known to ex-
perts, but we include them for completeness. Our arguments follow closely
those of [EPP12], although things are significantly simpler than in the area-
preserving case they consider.

Bounded fragmentation. We restrict ourselves to the case that Sg is a
closed surface, although many of the statements below hold in more gener-
ality.

The standard fragmentation procedure (see e.g. [Man16, Lemma 2.1]) for
smooth diffeomorphisms on compact manifolds means that one can always
find a neighbourhood UId ⊆ Diff0(Sg) of the identity (in the C∞-topology)
so that any element in UId can be factored as a product of disk supported
diffeomorphisms of uniformly bounded length. In fact, this bounded frag-
mentation property also holds with respect to the C0-topology and a proof
can be pieced together from results in [EPP12].

Lemma A.1 (Bounded Fragmentation near the identity). There is a neigh-
borhood VId ⊆ Diff0(Sg) of the identity with respect to the C0-topology such
that any f ∈ VId can be written as a product of Cg diffeomorphisms supported
on open disks for some constant Cg depending only on the surface.

Proof. Consider a smooth triangulation of Sg with small simplices and δ > 0
so that δ-neighbourhoods of vertices (denoted by Nδ(v)) are disjoint. Let
VId = Vε be a neighborhood of the identity so that any f ∈ VId displaces
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points at most ε � δ. Using [EPP12, Lemma 6]1 we can post-compose by
diffeomorphisms with support on annuli contained in small disjoint disks
about each vertex to assume that f0 = F0 ◦ f fixes the boundaries of the
neighborhoods Nδ(v) pointwise and displaces points at most Kε for some
constant K.

By a further small isotopy supported in a regular neighbourhood of ∂Nδ(v),
we can in fact assume that f0 is the identity near ∂Nδ(v) (this is a standard
argument using isotopy extension). In particular, such an isotopy also pre-
serves the δ–neighbourhoods Nδ(v) of the vertices. Hence, post-composing
again by disk supported maps (one for each vertex), we can arrange that f0

is now the identity on each Nδ(v). Note that after this modification we can
assume that the image of an edge e under f0 cannot meet any other edge
e′ 6= e, if ε is chosen sufficiently small.

We now let ê ⊂ e denote a truncated edge with δ-neighborhoods of its
end points removed. Then for ε sufficiently small, we have that ê ∪ f0(ê) is
contained in a disk Dê and these disks can be chosen pairwise disjoint for
distinct edges. Hence we can apply a composition of isotopies F1 supported
on the disks Dê to obtain F2 = F1 ◦F0 ◦ f that fixes all edges away from the
neighbourhoods Nδ(v), whose boundaries are also fixed. Again by a small
isotopy we can assume that F2 = F1 ◦ F0 ◦ f is the identity near each ê so
that F0 now has support in the interior of the 2-simplices.

Thus f = F−1
0 F−1

1 F2 yields a fragmentation of length bounded by the
number of simplices in the triangulation, since each Fi is a product of at
most ki = #{i-simplices} diffeomorphisms supported on disks. �

Remark A.2. This bounded fragmentation property also holds for the group
of homemorphisms Homeo0(Sg) by classical results of Edwards-Kirby. It
follows, in particular, as in the proof of [EK71, Corollary 1.3].

Boundedness near the identity implies continuity. It is well known
that homogeneous quasi-morphisms vanish on diffeomorphisms supported on
disks. This follows for example from the fact that the group of compactly
supported diffeomorphisms of the (open) unit disk is uniformly perfect (cf.
[BIP08], [Kot08], [Tsu08]).

Lemma A.3. Let h : Diff0(Sg) → R be a homogeneous quasi-morphism.
Then h(ϕ) = 0 for any element with support contained in a ball supp(ϕ) ⊂
U ∼= D2.

We can then deduce that there is a uniform bound on some open neighbor-
hood of the identity for any homogeneous quasi-morphism h in terms of the
defect D(h).

Lemma A.4. There is a C0-neighborhood VId ⊆ Diff0(Sg) of the identity
and a constant Cg depending only on the surface so that for any homogeneous
quasi-morphism h we have that h(ϕ) ≤ CgD(h) for any ϕ ∈ VId.

1Lemma 7.1 in the arXiv preprint
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We can now apply an argument often attributed to [Sht01] (cf. also [EPP12,
Proposition 1]2) to deduce:

Theorem A.5 (Kotschick). Let h : Diff0(Sg)→ R be a homogeneous quasi-
morphism. Then h is continuous with respect to the C0-topology.

Proof. Let ϕ ∈ Diff0(Sg). Choose a neighborhood Vn of Id so that for any
ψ ∈ Vn we have that ϕnψ−n lies in the neighborhood VId from Lemma A.4.
Then using homogeneity and the quasi-morphism property we have that

n|h(ϕ)−h(ψ)| = |h(ϕn) +h(ψ−n)| ≤ |h(ϕnψ−n)|+D(h) ≤ CgD(h) +D(h).

Dividing and letting n→∞ shows that h is indeed continuous. �

Remark A.6. The proof of Theorem A.5 in fact shows that the set of
homogeneous quasi-morphisms with bounded defect is in fact pointwise
equicontinuous, as Vn can be chosen to be a δn-neighbourhood of Id in
the C0-topology, with δn → 0.

In fact, using Remark A.2 instead of Lemma A.4, this pointwise equicon-
tinuity also holds for quasi-morphisms on Homeo0(Sg).
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